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Top Tier K9 teaches you how to train dogs and to train the dog’s owner.  We teach you 
how to start your own dog training business.  Our programs cover basic pet training, 
advanced pet training, working dog, and service dog training. We also train pets, 
service dogs, protection dogs, and Police K9 at our training locations in Florida and 
Georgia.

Learn to train a dog in basic obedience, advanced obedience, bomb detection, 
narcotics detection, tracking, search and rescue, protection and even service dogs for 
people with disabilities.  Learn to manage projects and start your own business.  

Our programs have been designed for people who desire to train dogs, but don’t 
want to quit their jobs or move away to a dog training school in a different state.  Our 
program is without peer and you will learn more about dog training and about starting 
your own business at Top Tier K9 than at any other dog training school or business 
school in the country.

We train people to be true entrepreneurs who provide the highest levels of quality and 
integrity in the dog training industry and reap the rewards for taking the risks that so 
few are willing to do.  We help our students live the American dream.

Top Tier K9s Headquarters is located at 2409 SW CR 360 Madison, Florida 
32340. Headquarters: Call (850) 321.3253
 
We also have offices at 1355 East Lafayette St., Tallahassee, Florida 
and 99 Hamm St., Valdosta, Georgia.

We train pets, working dogs and we teach people how to train dogs so they 
can start their own businesses.

About Top Tier K9
Top Tier K9 is staffed by some of the top dog trainers, and people trainers in the world.  
Our team is made up of industry experts, certified master and professional dog trainers, 
decorated combat veterans and award winning business leaders and teachers.  The core 
team at Top Tier K9 are listed below.

Top Tier K9s Team

Jeff Minder
(USAF-RET)
CEO and Founder

J.G. Bombard
(USAFR) - Maj
Marketing Director 
and Public Relations

Kari Koch
Director of 
Operations

Brian Minder
Instructor

Alyssa Browning
Trainer

Duane Pickel
Instructor

Chris O’Brian
Master Trainer 
and Instructor

Jim Hayes
Certified Safe Catch 
Decoy and Trainer

Three Locations

Dominique Zito
Trainer

Our Affiliate 
Program
Top Tier K9 certified Affiliates 
are some of the best in the 
industry and they are held to a 
standard of excellence that far 
surpasses their competition.  

Affiliates own and operate their own businesses and 
provide dog training and related services to their 
communities. Click here



Top Tier K9 is the sole owner of the registered trademark for “Foundation Dogs®”. A Foundation Dog® is 
trained on 50 elements that roll up into four specific functions; tracking, scent detection, protection 
and advanced obedience. The process to train a Foundation Dog® is taught at Top Tier K9 Academy for 
Dog Trainers, which has been rated as one of the top dog trainer schools in the world.

Top Tier K9 Foundation Dogs® are ready to be finished as police dogs, military working dogs, service 
dogs for people with disabilities, special security dogs, scent detection dogs, and executive/family protec-
tion dogs.

The process to train a Foundation Dog® brings out the absolute best in the canines ability, plus desire 
to hunt, protect, track, and work to please its owner/handler through advanced obedience. The canines 
selected for this program have the right level of drive, control and training to find something as small as a 
virus, and then inform its owner/handler that it found the desired odor through responses.  

Top Tier K9 has seventy (70) Foundation Dogs® that are being finished as special security dogs, while 
also being trained to find the COVID-19 virus. These finished dogs are being deployed to airports, hotels, 
restaurants, government buildings, and many other facilities around the world. Their main purpose is to 
find the presence of COVID-19 virus and alert the handler to the location of the virus so the threat can be 
addressed.

A certified Foundation Dog® can have a new odor (i.e. a new or mutated virus, explosives, narcotics, low 
blood sugar etc.) added to its scent portfolio in a very short period of time. It typically takes only two (2) 
to four (4) weeks due to the training and conditioning accomplished during the Foundation Dog® pro-
gram.  This allows the investment in a Foundation Dog® to be leveraged over time, while also allowing the 
dog to be modified for other uses.

Also, certified Foundation Dog® can be used as a remote controlled delivery vehicle. While using ad-
vanced obedience and conditioning the canine can be controlled by smart phone technologies, and able 
to deliver PPE in a human virus emergency, carry and control AI applications, and even less than lethal 
control mechanisms (drone acquisition systems for instance).

Top Tier K9 has a scalable business concern due to its replicable processes, and the ability to train and 
certify additional Foundation Dog® trainers/handlers through its Academy for Dog Trainers.

To learn more about Top Tier K9 and our Foundation Dog® programs, visit www.TopTierK9.com or call 
Jeff Minder at (850) 321-3253.

FOUNDATION DOG®

 
Top Tier K9 is the first company to produce dogs to find and indicate on the COVID-19 
virus that created the great pandemic of 2020.  Since the completion of the pilot project, 
Top Tier K9 now has a full Virus Detection Program within our Foundation Dog® finishing 
school.  Our dogs can have new virus' added to their scent portfolio at a later date, helping 
you to justify your acquisition long into the future.

Using our federally trademarked Foundation Dog® program, we now finish Foundation 
Dogs® as virus detection dogs. These dogs can be purchased through Top Tier K9. Buyers 
must attend our Virus detection Dog handler program prior to acquiring their dog.  We 
provide on-going maintenance and support of the dog and it's handler to ensure quality 
detection results for the duration of the dogs working life.

 Top Tier K9 is a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business (SDVOSB) with a $7 Mil-
lion dollar annual contract set-a-side available for use by government agencies to purchase 
our services.

Offerings
  
Clear Churches:  We will use our Virus detection Dogs to clear churches in the Madison 
Fl, Tallahassee Fl and Valdosta GA communities.  Although we cannot control what comes 
into the congregation hall after we search it, our dogs can give Pastors, Preachers and the 
congregation the confidence and security needed to get people back to church.  America 
needs God, and our dogs will help bring the spirit back to the churches.

Clear Airports and businesses:  Our dogs can clear the airport common areas between 
flights, helping to ensure that if the virus is expanding, we are aware of it.  It is time to get 
America flying and moving again.

Learn to train Virus Detection dogs:  We offer a school to train dog trainers on creating 
and finishing Top tier K9 Foundation Dogs® as Virus detection Dogs, Police/Military K9, 
Protection Dogs, and Service Dogs for people with severe disabilities.  Visit our Homepage 
to see the next class dates for this mix of on-line and on-site training.

 Buy a Foundation Dog® finished as a virus detection dog.  Use our contact form to learn the 
process of buying, handling and maintaining a Top Tier K9 Foundation Dog®.

Top Tier K9 has 
seventy (70) 
Foundation 

Dogs® that are 
being finished as 
special security 

dogs

Virus Detection Dogs



Top Tier K9, Foundation Dogs® are ready for exposure to your existing 
scenarios that involve tracking, scent detection, protection/apprehension 
and advanced obedience. It takes only a few weeks to turn a Top Tier 
K9 Foundation Dog® into your LE K9, personal protection dog, military 
working dog, security services dog, sport dog (Shutzhund), emotional 
support dog, therapy dog, or a service dog for people with disabilities.

 Top Tier K9s three (3) phases of training over twelve (12) weeks 
followed by finishing work conducted for you or with you depending on 
your needs and use of the dog.  

Top Tier K9 dogs are professionally bred and trained and will require 
you to complete handler/trainer training program to fully comprehend 
how to manage these best of breed working dogs. You can also learn to 
train Foundation Dogs® through our school. For more information click 
here.

 Call (850) 321-3253 for pricing options.  We do not sell untrained pup-
pies.  All of our puppies are put through the 3 phase Foundation Dog® 
training program and are then ready to be finished (Phase 4) for your 
specific needs (Law Enforcement, Military, Service Dogs, Protection 
Dogs etc.. )

Top Tier K9 Breeding, 
Imprinting and Training 
Program


